Inclusion & Representation:  
Enabling Local Content growth

WS#244 - Thursday 28th November, 3 pm – 4.30 pm, Estrel Saal B, Estrel Congress Centre, Berlin

This unique IGF 2019 workshop will look at how locally relevant content can facilitate Internet adoption and digital inclusion by creating meaningful online spaces for communities. Local content thrives in enabling environments that have the appropriate policy measures and services. Through the testimonies and insights of seasoned professionals from the film, audiovisual and music sectors, this IGF 2019 workshop will examine how locally relevant content can best be supported through a variety of creative programmes, initiatives, and incentives.

Onsite Speakers:

*Sarika Lakhani, Producer, One Fine Day Films, Berlin*
*Sigrun Neisen, Project Director Film Industries, DW Akademie, Bonn*
*Santiago Schuster Vergara, Professor of Law, Universidad de Chile*
*Vanessa Sinden, Producer, Triggerfish Animation, Capetown*

(Online speakers TBC)

Moderator: *Bertrand Moullier, NARVAL Media Ltd*
Rapporteur: *Mathias Schwarz, Legal Advisor to German Producers Alliance*

This workshop is co-organised by the DW Akademie, the Allianz Deutscher Produzenten [German Producers Alliance (PA)], the International Federation of Film Producers’ Associations [FIAPF] and the World Intellectual Property Organisation [WIPO]

[For further information, please email to: bertrandmoullier@yahoo.co.uk]